LIST OF REQUIREMENTS FOR YEAR FOUR CAMP

Sleeping Bag and bottom sheet (or sheets)
Pillow
Sleeping buddy eg. teddy
2 changes of “camp” clothes (please ensure all clothing is sun safe eg. sleeves)
2 changes of underwear
2 pairs of socks
Swimming togs and sunshirt
Swimming towel
Broad brimmed hat (NO CAPS ALLOWED)
Sunscreen
A plastic bag – for dirty clothes.
A plastic bag – for wet togs/towel
Closed in shoes – for bush walking, and city walking.
Thongs for showering (optional)
Raincoat (NO umbrellas)
A towel, washer, soap toothpaste and toothbrush
Comb and hair brush
Pyjamas
Warm jumper/jacket and warm pants – for evening at Mt. Cootha
Labelled Water bottle
Camera (Optional – digital or disposable – children will be responsible for this)
Medications – with clear instructions to be handed separately to the TEACHERS ONLY.

On Bus children need a backpack containing:
- Morning Tea
- Lunch
- Afternoon Tea
- Broad Brimmed Hat
- Water Bottle

EVERYTHING MUST BE CLEARLY NAMED!
As we have many children on camp, marking all items is also a necessity.

Do Not Bring:

- Jewellery
- Good clothes
- Money
- Extra food or lollies
- Mobile phones
- Beauty Products
- Torches
- Computer Games
- MP3 Players
- Pressure pack sprays

In case of an emergency
we can be contacted on the following nos:
QCCC 3374 1166 (overnight accommodation)
Michelle and Marie 0447 775 145